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				LOGISTICS IS FUTURE 
			
... and VETTER provides the tool: THE FORK*****!
 




    



    
        
QualityForks are the unflagging helpers that lift and lower loads all around the clock, day in, day out. The requirements are immense and wide-ranging. That is why we are just as versatile as our customers – everything that calls itself a “fork” is our métier. Due to the huge amount of diversity, we have, like no other manufacturer, concentrated our energy exclusively on this product.
From StandardForks to special versions to intelligent solutions for Logistics 4.0! The goal is to produce the best fork for each application. That’s why we have a wide product range, an experienced and competent team as well as one of the most modern fork manufacturing facilities in the world.
THEN ONLY THE FORK MAKES THE LIFT TRUCK A FORKLIFT TRUCK!
 




    



    


    
        
    
        

				You are looking for … 
			



    



    
        
		
			

			
				
					
					
				

			

		
	

Smart solutions for logistics 4.0




    

    
        
		
			

			
				
					
					
				

			

		
	

The full range of forks




    

    
        
		
			

			
				
					
					
				

			

		
	

VETTER product presentation live on your site 




    

    
        
		
			

			
				
					
					
				

			

		
	

Service offers for VETTER forks
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Insights - QualityForks - Services - Smart Solutions





	Insights


    LogiMAT 2024 review: What was going on at the VETTER booths?
  

  In a nutshell: a whole lot 😉  One week after LogiMAT some fun facts from our exhibition appearance at LogiMAT 2024 👉 2 exhibition boothes with a total of 130 square metres of exhibition space  💪  👉 35-person exhibition team on site in Stuttgart 🙋♀️ 🙋♂️ 👉 2 people celebrating a birthday🎉  👉 20 different forks for […]

27. Mar 2024



	QualityForks


    Simple goods handling paired with work safety
  

  Today another snapshot from the BigForks product portfolio – now combined with integrated SmartFork® technology. Used in the timber industry. The BigForks as a a fully tapered fork with a very thin fork blade at the tip are perfect for transporting wooden panels. Moving between two closely stacked board rackets is much easier. SmartFork® technology […]

17. Jan 2024



	QualityForks


    BigForks for Argentina
  

  A tour through our fork production shows 6 rollerguided BigForks, that are travelling to Argentina. Three electric heavy-duty forklift trucks that are used in the timber industry will be equipped with these forks. The fork blade of the BigForks has a width of 400 mm and a thickness of 55 mm. The fork back  is 400 mm […]

10. Jan 2024



	Insights


    2024: Lets celebrate
  

  This year VETTER Industrie GmbH is celebrating its 135th anniversary and 60 years of fork production. Wow! Starting with products for the mining industry, VETTER has set milestones in fork production over the past decades and is today the leading fork manufacturer for the industrial truck and construction machinery industry! Through continuous development, VETTER has […]

02. Jan 2024



	Insights


    VETTER wishes a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
  

  We say THANK YOU for a great year 2023. 12 months in which a lot happened. We have 12 exciting months behind us. Great fork solutions and new developments, a lot of exhibitions, events and roadshows, several modification measurements and hall expansions at the production site in Burbach and great conversations and projects with our […]

21. Dec 2023



	QualityForks


    The heaviest loads in the tightest of space
  

  In such cases, the duo of DIMOS Maschinenbau GmbH and VETTER forks is the perfect helper.An all-electric heavy-duty compact forklift truck with forks with a load capacity of 30 tonnes and a load centre of 1250 mm. This makes it easy to transport large cable drums.While the forklift truck impresses with its compact dimensions and […]

13. Dec 2023



	QualityForks


    Big, bigger, BigForks. Forks for the metal industry
  

  In the metal industry, weight is not the only factor when choosing the right fork. In this project, the challenge was to transport the fragile load of aluminium coils safely and without damages. The solution: VETTER BigForks with mechanically machined and bevelled fork blades so that the forks are parallel to the inner radius of […]

09. Nov 2023



	Smart Solutions


    AGVready! Snapshot from fork production
  

  Our latest project: AGV forks with SmartFork® technology for the automated storage process. Of particular note is the fork tip distance sensor system. The fork tip’s redundant mechanical collision protection system, which uses inductive sensors, generates an electrical signal when it comes into contact with an object, which is used by the AGV’s control unit […]

28. Sep 2023



	QualityForks


    GripFix fork coatings for the safe transport of goods
  

  Slipping goods can be dangerous. With the CROC® fork coating, forks and forklift trucks are equipped for safe transports. A forklift truck with 8mm GripFix coating transporting steel grids. The structured surface prevents the load from slipping. Even in wet conditions, the surface shows a high slip resistance. It is not uncommon for steel grids […]

07. Sep 2023



	Insights


    VETTER forks on tour in the Arctic Belt
  

  VETTER FORKS ON TOUR IN THE ARCTIC BELT.  Our sales team visits the construction exhibition LoadUp North in Boden, 140km south of arctic circle. In this region people rely on quality and durability to reduce downtimes und environmental impact!  We had some great and interesting meetings. We are pleased to hear from all the exhibitors […]

25. Aug 2023



	Insights


    Congratulations on your 40th anniversary
  

  Congratulations Christof Berg! VETTER says THANK YOU for 40 years at VETTER. Looking back over the 40 years that our Sales Manager Christof Berg has been with us, a lot has happened in the logistics sector. The demands on logistics are huge and vaired. Safety and efficiency, in particular, have increasingly come to the fore. […]

23. Aug 2023



	QualityForks


    How to move large, round transport drums safely?
  

  Quite simple: With VETTER forks. Customised production for every application. Who knows the problem? Products with a round surface geometry that make transport a challenge because there is no grip on the forks and the load threatens to roll away? VETTER forks are the solution for easy and safe transport. Almost 60 years of experience […]

25. Jul 2023



	Smart Solutions


    Forks for AGVs
  

  VETTER is specialist for camera and sensor technology for forklift trucks, but also for forks for autonomously driving transport systems, e.g AGVs, which can also be equipped with intelligent SmartFork® technology. For modern logistics, sensor technology should be used where it is needed: in the forks. WHY? Simply easy! Obstacle detection: Early detection of loads […]

13. Jul 2023



	QualityForks


    Safety squared: BELUGA forks with brass claddings
  

  Safe and modern logistics with VETTER forks – a special fork production for a customer in the chemical industry. BELUGA forks with rounded tip increase impact surface and reduce the risk upon contact with loads: More safety, especially when transporting liquid or gaseous goods. Brass coatings for use in chemical industry or in explosion-proof areas: […]

07. Jun 2023



	QualityForks


    Summer, sun, colourful forks
  

  Today its the 1st of June, the meteorological start of summer. The sun is shining outside and the VETTER fork production is full of colourful forks. Whether special paintings according to customer requirements or CROC fork coatings for various applications, VETTER offers a great product range as well as a large colour spectrum. A tour […]

01. Jun 2023



	Insights


    Driving safety training for VETTER employees
  

  At the weekend we had a driving safety training for VETTER employees. Best weather, a good atmosphere and a lot of fun – it was an all-round successful day. Every year, VETTER offers all employees the opportunity to take part at a driving safety training course in order to be able to control their own […]

31. May 2023



	Insights


    50 years of international fork power
  

  We had 3 great days of kick-off meeting with our sales colleagues from all over the world. In addition to various presentations, product trainings and workshops, Arnold Vetter also honoured some colleagues. This year we are celebrating 50 years of international fork power. Our colleagues from Sweden and Spain are celebrating 10 years of sales […]

12. May 2023



	Insights


    LogiMAT 2023: a great event
  

  The VETTER team says THANK YOU for a great LogiMAT 2023.  3 gigantic days in Stuttgart with great conversations, with familiar but also new faces, with smart innovations – and with lots of fun! Time for networking, but also time for the delicious VETTER currywurst or the traditional VETTER waffles with strawberries. What a great […]

28. Apr 2023



	Insights


    We will be in Stuttgart! You too?
  

  In two weeks the great exhibition LogiMAT starts in Stuttgart! VETTER will be present with two booths this year. As usual, you will find the main booth A11 in hall 10. Discover the new,  innovative features of the SmartFork® technology: QR and barcode recognition as well as person recognition with forks. How does it work? […]

12. Apr 2023



	Insights


    A family business continues into the future
  

  Maximilian Vetter follows in his father’s footsteps but goes his own way! “And those are very big footsteps,” Maximilian Vetter said. “But I have had the intention of continuing the family tradition for a long time. The next few years will be exciting, I’m really looking forward to the time and the challenges!” With these […]

13. Mar 2023



	Insights


    5 March: International Energy Safety Day
  

  Energy prices are rising, but security of supply must still be guaranteed and companies must continue their producing processes… but what is the best way? VETTER is permanently doing its part to save energy and become more efficient. For example, a photovoltaic system of around 360 kWp is installed on the roofs of plant 2. […]

05. Mar 2023



	QualityForks


    Big, bigger, BigForks
  

  Quite a big fork! You have to climb up high to put the final touches 😉 VETTER BigForks are strong helpers for very heavy loads with a load capacity of up to 120t per forks pair. Whether for the port industry, in the quarry, for coil transport or for the construction machinery industry, BigForks are the […]

01. Mar 2023



	Quick&Easy


    VETTER Quick and Easy: Triple safety of VETTER forks
  

  Triple safety with VETTER forks simply explained: 1-step safety = load that forks must carry (Load capacity of one fork = half of the load capacity of the forklift) 2-step safety = One fork can also carry the load alone  2-step safety = One fork with 10 % wear can also carry the load alone  […]

21. Feb 2023



	QualityForks


    Happy Valentins Day
  

  Forks are kissing too 😉… but what does it mean??? Kissing Forks – a perfect product for coil handling. Thanks to the cranking in the fork back right into the heel, the forks can be brought close together so that the fork blade touches or “kisses” each other. Even when other accessories are mounted on the […]

14. Feb 2023








    
        





  
  	
Newsletter
Receive news and updates from the VETTER world by e-mail. Register now without obligation.
Subscribe




  

  
  	
Social Media
Find updates and news from our social-media channels here:
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"Can one develop a passion about forks? Yes, one can and we do! Our passion derives from your trust!
 Again and again I am impressed by the ideas and innovations related to the design of forks. Each day new solutions and variations, each day new possibilities! 
 Because one thing is for sure: logistics is future  ..  and we provide the tool – the fork!"
Arnold Vetter
Managing director
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				Please contact us for more information:
			



Company
*

Firstname
*

Surname
*

Phone

E-mail
*

ZIP, City
*

Country

Message

Data protection declaration of consent*
By ticking the control box left you consent that the data provided by you are electronically collected and stored. Your data are strictly used for the purpose of processing your inquiry. You may revoke this consent at any time either electronically or in writing. In case of revocation your data shall be deleted immediately. For further information please refer to the data protection guidelines.


Captcha
*[image: Captcha image]

Please update the captcha if you cannot read the text.


Fields marked with * are mandatory fields and must be completed. All further data are voluntary.
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